
Our American Liberty Stories

As part of Liberty Amendments Month, we are presenting stories of 
individuals and families who were native to this country or who 

journeyed here, whether willingly or not, and how they came to enjoy 
the rights as Americans guaranteed by the Liberty Amendments.

These American Liberty Stories describe where people came from 
and how they got here, and/or how their American journey fits into 

the move from an imperfect republic towards our more perfect union. 
The Stories express triumphs, struggles, failures and successes. And 

how Vienna relates to the Stories.

The Stories can be viewed at 
the Freeman Store and Museum,

the Community Center, and 
various Vienna Businesses.

Use the QR code above to view 
them online through Historic 

Vienna’s website.

Use this QR code if you would like to 
submit a story for display next year.

Our American Liberty Stories is 
sponsored by 

the Town of Vienna, VA, 
Historic Vienna, Inc.,

Belong! and the 
Vienna Business Association.



My American Liberty Story 

Rose A Powhatan

We Are Still Here! I’m a seventy-six year old Indigenous Virginia
woman of Pamunkey and Tauxenent descent, whose ancestors met
Europeans from both Spain and England in the 16th and 17th
centuries. My maternal Pamunkey ancestors interacted with the
Spanish in 1570. They established a mission near the James River
that they called Ajacan. The English arrived in 1585, led by Sir
Walter Raleigh. A very important member of his team was an artist
named John White. He rendered visually accurate artwork of the
“flora and fauna” of the land (which included people).

When Jamestowne was established in 1607, the Powhatan Paramountcy, headed by Paramount
Chief Wahunsenacawh (the English called him “Powhatan”) was composed of 32 Indian nations. My
paternal ancestry is Tauxenent (also called “Doeg” or “Dogue”) who continue to live in today’s
Fairfax County, Virginia, Washington, DC and Maryland. Vienna, Virginia is very important to both
our history and contemporary presence. The Fairfax County band of the Tauxenents was once
headed by our most revered family heroine, 18th Century Chief Keziah Powhatan. She led her
warriors in trying to reclaim ancestral land stolen from her people. A DAR plaque near Courthouse
Road at Tyson’s Corner, VA, stands as a testimony to the tenacity of the Tauxenent people of Fairfax
County.

Additional reminders of the Tauxenent presence can be found at Freedom Hill Park, in Vienna. The
Fairfax County Park Authority oversaw the installation of commemorative signs there, to honor the
achievements of Chief Keziah Powhatan’s descendants. Tauxenent Chief Keziah A. Boston (her father
was Tauxenent, her mother was Pamunkey), was eulogized on June 3, 2023. She was
survived by her 5 children, 26 grandchildren, 40 great-grandchildren, and
17 great-great-grandchildren. I dedicate this family tribute as a memorial to her.

Descendent of local Indigenous Tribes

Use the QR Code or visit the Freeman Store and Museum
or the Community Center to view all of the stories.



My American Liberty Story 

Reflections of the Monroe 
Family of Vienna, VA

In the early 1800’s, a 14-year-old male child, from the Gold Coast
of Africa (Ghana), was captured and sold into slavery. It has been
said that this young man was from a family of kings, and his parents
must have planned that he too would become a king. However, at
the hands of men of greed, he found himself on a strange ship,
sailing a strange sea, on his way to a strange land.

This ship pulled into port in Charlottesville, VA. The young man was again sold to the Monroes of the
Monroe Plantation of Fauquier County, Virginia. This became his enslavement home. As was true of
all such human property, the slave master chose a name for his slave, thus, the alias Reuben.
Reuben, being from a good blood line, was chosen to “mate,” and so, in 1844, to a slave woman
Hannah, a son was born. To this beautiful black son, the name John R. was given. The surname,
Monroe was also affixed, because he too was the property of the Monroe’s of the Monroe
Plantation.

For twenty-one years, John R. Monroe was enslaved. In 1865, with the abolition of slavery, John
found himself a free man, but, free in word only; for John remained a slave to the white man’s
will, and therefore worked as an indentured servant, for small wages, in their fields and around their
plantations.

From Slavery to Freedom

John never learned to read or write. God, in His infinite wisdom, saw fit that John meet
a young woman, who, like many young female slaves, served as a house slave nurturing
their children, cooking meals, cleaning house, and in many cases, serving at the will of
the slave master. We believe, however; because of God’s loving favor, this young
woman was taught to read and write. She was from the Snowden Plantation, in
Fauquier County, Virginia, and was given the name, Sarah Jane Snowden.



My American Liberty Story 
The Monroe Story continues...

On July 24, 1868, John 24, and Sarah, 18, were joined in holy
matrimony in Fauquier County by the Rev. Henry H. Carroll, a
Methodist pastor who was also Sarah’s pastor. To this marriage
sixteen children were conceived (one still birth). John Jr.,
Amanda, and Hannah died at an early age. They reared to
adulthood, William, Winfield, Marshall, Rose, Elvoid, Morgan,
Benjamin, George, Clory, Clara, Junius, and Sarah. William,
Winfield, and Benjamin married and moved to New Jersey
where they settled with their families and George, with his
family, moved to Pennsylvania. The remainder of the Monroe
children married and remained in the Fairfax County, Vienna
area.

John and Sarah purchased a parcel of land for the sum of five dollars and lived in Fauquier
County for several years. John, an ambitious young man, was constantly in search of jobs and
housing to better care for his family as it increased in size. He moved his family from Fauquier
County to Fairfax County, Virginia. They moved several times after coming to Fairfax County, first
to Chantilly; then to Ordricks Corner (McLean); and then they purchased land and built a home
(the big house on the hill), on Nutley Street in Vienna, Virginia. They settled in Vienna with
their family and remained until their deaths.

In 1880, John R. Monroe helped found the Chantilly Baptist Church and was one of the first
Deacons. For many years, he traveled by horse and buggy from Vienna to Chantilly on Saturdays
to his board meetings, and with his family each Sunday, to services. After much thought and
prayer, he united with the First Baptist Church of Vienna.

John and Sarah, both slaves, were the second generation of African descent. They
too knew the pains that suffering slavery brought. However, they survived this awful
pain and worked hard to rear fifteen children, in whom they instilled pride, love,
and Godly principles.



My American Liberty Story – The Monroe Story continues...
As we reflect upon the rich history of which we are a part, we stand proud in the knowledge that
we are the lineage of a family of noble men and women. They survived when survival seemed
impossible; smiled, when crying should have been the answer; stood tall, when a stupor should
have been the order of the day; sang a hymn, when they should have screamed; prayed, because
they knew God was their deliverer. Yes, we of the Monroe bloodline pay humble tribute to our
ancestors who nurtured us and passed from generation to generation that noble pride which has
led us through the years.

In reflection, we know that Reuben, given the surname Monroe, was “mated” with Hannah. We
were unable to find the history of whether Hannah was allowed to nurture her son; however,
John was given the surname Monroe, thus beginning the generations of Monroes. John, who
was born into slavery, became the second generation and was later freed with the abolition of
slavery. John married Sarah and reared their fifteen children (the third generation). Both John
and Sarah died in the late 1930s. The third generation is also deceased. However, there remains a
remnant of the fourth generation, Milton Monroe, the son of Junius and Deloris Taylor
Washington, the daughter of Sarah.

We glory in the assurance that the memories of our loved ones are forever engraved in our
hearts and minds and that the Monroe name will carry on through the grandsons, great
grandsons, and great, great grandsons of those of the past generations. We, the remnant,
challenge these, as well as all those who are of the Monroe bloodline to borrow from the
strength and determination of our ancestors and in the words of the great poet, Paul Laurence
Dunbar: “Go on and up! Be proud in mind and soul, for out the blood of conflict of slavery, out
of the dust and dimness of death, burst into blossom of glory eternal, flowers that sweeten the
world with their breath.”

The Family, in honor and memory of those who survived the worst that we might enjoy the best
in a time such as this.

Researched and compiled by:  Rev. Deloris Taylor Washington, PhD 

Precious memory contributions by: The late Sarah Monroe Taylor 
(daughter of John & Sarah Monroe)  and the late Beatrice Carr

(daughter of Winfield, and granddaughter of John and Sarah Monroe) 

Use the QR Code or visit the
Freeman Store and Museum
or the Community Center to
view all of the stories.



My American Liberty Story 
My name is Ali Suhel, 

I come from Syria. 
And this is my story.

My name is Ali and I moved to the US in 2022, coming from Bulgaria, but originally I am from
Syria. I was born and raised in Latakia, Syria. During the recent war, I had to leave the country
because it was a very bad situation. I don't want to go into that side, I just want to describe how I
came here. I went to Bulgaria, and when I was there, I was a refugee. I got humanitarian status
and I tried to live my life peacefully. It was very hard to get a job, because the impression was that
the Syrians are bad. I felt people were afraid of us. I mean, I saw so many people who are very
good, who are very hospitable. I learned my current career there. But it was always missing
fairness, I always felt that I am less of a man than the locals. Because basically, I'm not up to their
standards, according to them. But it was nevertheless better than my own country. However, I
won the green card lottery, and I moved to the US, October 15 2021.

I came here alone, single, no family with me. And I wanted to pursue my career, my life. And I
immediately when I arrived, got my Social Security and my green card, valid for 10 years. And I
was able to find a job right away. I started working as a cashier at Panera just to get the hang of it,
see how people work here to get insurance. And to get connected. And I worked in Vienna,
Maple Avenue, I had the best experience living with people, I was connected with Vienna
Presbyterian Church, who helped me and supported me during my transition to the US. Through
these people, I found a job as a financial advisor in Merrill Lynch, and decided to do it
independently. But the point is that, in the US, I am able to do that, because of the amount of
freedom that I was given by the government, all of these rights that I didn't even know about
before. Basically, I can do anything that any American citizen was able to do, maybe not voting.
But I mean, I wasn't able to vote in my own country, so nothing has changed.



My American Liberty Story 

Ali’s Story continues...

I am living the dream life because I found my wife here. And even this I got married within six
months from my arrival to the US. Even the fact that there is fairness and equality everywhere.
My wife was able to talk to me because I wasn't able to do so back in Bulgaria because people
look down at us as refugees or as Syrian, who are not local. So when I came here, I'm not refugee
anymore, because I already feel home.

Everything has changed ever since I left my own country and Bulgaria and I don't feel that I need
anything anymore because I feel home. I have my family. We were living in Maryland and recently
moved to Florida. We hope to be able to buy a house. This has all happened in a very, very short
time. Imagine, I lived for 29 years out of the US and I wasn't able to achieve half of what I achieved
so far. In 1.5 years, I have gotten married and gotten a dog (I wasn't able to have a dog back
there). It is much more difficult to have a job there. There is no insurance. There are no such
things as this kind of tools that we use. Let me put it this way, insurance and life standards. Even a
car I was not able to get in the same way that I have it here. It's just different because the US is
the best country in the world, and people here don't recognize or appreciate that. I feel like this is
the only place that a person can live a decent life, and is able to follow his/her dreams and
pursue any career that they would love to do.

I would like to thank Vienna Presbyterian Church for helping me arrive here, arranging for housing
and even the work that I managed to get was because of this connection. And I'm thankful for
everything that I have so far. I hope that I can be able to help others the way that Americans
helped me get my feet on the ground.

Use the QR Code or visit the
Freeman Store and Museum
or the Community Center to
view all of the stories.



My American Liberty Story 
Jackie Herde

Born a Buddhist in Shanghai, China, during WWII, Jacqueline Yung Tao
attended third grade in a private Catholic school run by Franciscan nuns in a

French section of the city. Shanghai was under Japanese occupation, where sirens and possible air
attacks kept everyone on alert. Three years after the war ended in 1945, there was a period of
peace before the eventual takeover by the communists. This was the deciding factor for her father
to send his family of six to safety in Taiwan. They left him and their possessions behind, taking
only two suitcases filled with photographs and pictures. December 1948 was the last time
Jacqueline saw her father. She was eleven years old.

Her education and religion would be the guiding factors for her future. Her high school in Taiwan
was near a Catholic church, where she spent a lot of time and met several Sisters from Kentucky.
She converted to Catholicism and was baptized. Jacqueline was chosen by the Ursuline Sisters of
Louisville to receive a full four-year scholarship to attend Ursuline College in Louisville, Kentucky,
where several Asian students were enrolled or had graduated.

Jacqueline said, “It was extremely hard for a high schooler to get a Taiwan passport, much less a
visa to the United States. Sister Raymond Carter, academic dean of Ursuline College at that time,
intervened and wrote many letters on my behalf so I could attend the college, beginning in 1957.
Plans materialized to get me to Louisville, but with limited English and traveling alone, it wasn't an
easy journey. I purchased a big leather suitcase to pack for America. My first stop was Hong Kong.

“While there, I was able to contact my father for the first time since fleeing China eight years
earlier. It was the last time I ever spoke with him.

College Scholarship led to 
Citizenship

“With my one large suitcase and a big itinerary, it took me multiple days to reach my
destination in Kentucky. From Tokyo, I zigzagged to Fairbanks, Alaska; then to
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada; to Seattle; to Los Angeles; to Chicago; and finally
to Louisville, where I met Sister Raymond for the first time.



My American Liberty Story 
Jackie’s Story continues...

“After graduation, I went to New York City, and eventually became a junior accountant. In New
York, I met my husband, John Herde. We were married in 1965 and will celebrate our 57th
anniversary this fall. We have two wonderful daughters, Jennifer and Juliana, and four
grandchildren. We have traveled worldwide and are now retired in Virginia to be with our
family.”

Jacqueline stayed in contact with several Asian classmates after she graduated from Ursuline
College in 1961, but most important was her connection to Sister Raymond Carter, who
championed her journey to Louisville from Taiwan and her college enrollment in Kentucky, and
who gave her guidance and advice over the years. “Sister kept me up to date with everything
going on at Ursuline College. She helped me stay in America.”

Recently, her daughter, Juliana, sent a donation that was originally intended to be her mother's
planned gift in memory of Sister Raymond and for the Chapel Preservation Fund. Sending it now,
rather than later, assured the family that her gift would be used as intended, and more
importantly, while her mother was still alive. Jacqueline added, “It is rewarding to do so, and
makes me feel good to be able to give back to the school that did so much for me.

Because of the Ursuline community, I was
able to come and stay in the U.S. and live a
wonderful 60-plus years as a citizen.”

Use the QR Code or visit the
Freeman Store and Museum
or the Community Center to
view all of the stories.

“Initially, I came to the United States to attend Ursuline College as a
special trainee in religion, under the sponsorship of Archbishop A.
Riberi, Internuncio of Free China, who worked with converts in his
religious program in Taiwan. Plans changed course during my four
years of studies. I majored in liberal arts and home economics.



My American Liberty Story 

Bracha Laster

Our house in Vienna Woods blends in. And so do we. In the winter,
our front window has bright decorations like others on our block,
even though we are not Christian. People on the street can see our
menorah’s colorful electric lights. In the fall, for eight days we invite
friends for meals in our backyard sukkah. For most of the year
(before the pandemic) we have had a monthly Shabbat
minyan/prayer gathering in our living room.

In 1986 when we purchased and first moved into our rambler, I was wondering if we would fit in. I
read about the nativity scene in front of the Vienna Community Center. Someone brought a First
Amendment lawsuit, and the crèche had to move; it was more appropriately set up in front of a
church. That incident seems a long time ago, and I am hopeful that Vienna has made great strides
to be welcoming to a range of folks.

There were a few bumps along the way, but mostly we have blended in. The sixth grade trip at
Louise Archer was planned during Yom Kippur; my child had to miss most of it. The daughter who
was on Madison’s Color Guard team was almost kicked off of it because she couldn’t attend a
mandatory practice that was held during Rosh Hashanah. In these cases, I had to be an outspoken
parent, advocating for religious pluralism in the face of ignorance, or narrowness (or anti-semitism).

Appreciates Vienna’s support 
for religious freedom

I was a teacher at Thoreau Middle School from 1986 until 1992, and before that three
other Fairfax County schools. My kids came through Louise Archer, Thoreau, and
Madison High School. They were involved in a variety of clubs and activities (e.g.,
marching band, theatre), and they certainly took advantage of all of the academic
prowess FCPS has to offer.



My American Liberty Story 

Bracha’s Story continues...

Probably as surprising to Town of Vienna friends as it is to me: Two of my children ended up
becoming ordained rabbis, and the third one married a rabbi. Being Jewish is central to our family
in the past as well as in the present.

I am the daughter of a Holocaust survivor. All four of my grandparents left their familial homes
during the 20th century to escape religious persecution. I hope that the trials that they went
through will never re-surface; part of my professional work has concerned cross-cultural
understanding.

For almost 40 years our home has been here in Vienna, and I think we fit in well. This is my Town.
May the town and the country continue to be a good place to live for all of us no matter what
race, religion, sexual orientation, gender, ability, or belief.

Use the QR Code or visit the
Freeman Store and Museum
or the Community Center to
view all of the stories.



My American Liberty Story

My great grandfather immigrated to the United States and loved America.  

When he went back to his home country to marry his sweetheart, she did not want to 
leave her familiar surroundings and refused to marry him if he wanted to return to the US.  

So, he chose not to return. 

Instead, while raising his large family of 14, he told them stories about his time in the US.

This encouraged four of his sons, including my grandfather, to immigrate to the US; my 
grandfather and his new wife, my grandmother, emigrated in 1904 on a ship of the Red 

Star Line, passing through Ellis Island, and settling in central Wisconsin.  

They became prosperous farmers.  

Of the other brothers who came to the US, two settled in Michigan and one lived in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.   

Neither my grandfather nor my grandmother ever returned to their home country to visit; 
they learned English, worked hard, raised a family of six and successfully farmed until their 

early 70s when they moved into town (Wisconsin Rapids, WI). 

Loving Stories of a trip lead to 
prosperous lives as 

Americans

Use the QR Code or visit the
Freeman Store and Museum
or the Community Center to
view all of the stories.



My American Liberty Story 
Honorable Steve Shannon

Discusses his Grandfather:
Peter Michael Shannon

My paternal grandfather, Peter Michael Shannon, was born in Ireland in
1899 and died in LaGrange, Illinois in 1993. He and his wife (Marian
Burke Shannon) had seven children and, at the time of his passing, 36
grandchildren and 36 great-grandchildren.

In 1920, my grandfather left Ireland at age 20 due to economic conditions. He had two relatives
in the United States at the time who encouraged him to move to the United States. He arrived at
Ellis Island on a boat named the Baltic.

In Ireland, my grandfather’s formal education stopped at age 12. He worked as a shoemaker’s
assistant for most of his teenage years before leaving for the United States.

After Ellis Island, my grandfather briefly stayed in Binghamton, New York with a family member.
He moved to Detroit looking for work and was hired at a Ford Motor Company plant. In a 1984
interview, my grandfather recalled waiting in an employment line outside of the plant with
about two thousand other applicants and the variety of languages spoken within the crowd.

A consistent theme in my grandfather’s life was acquiring an education. While at Ford Motor
Company, he took an apprentice class at night. After the plant shut down, he moved back to
Binghamton, New York, obtained employment with a shoe company, and enrolled in a business
college—where he took classes in arithmetic, penmanship and bookkeeping. (A high school
education was not a pre-requisite for attending this type of business school.) After Binghamton,
he moved to Chicago, where he met his wife. He worked as a bookkeeper for a canned goods
company (the Steele-Wedeles Company) for the next 20 years.



At night, he studied at the former Watson Business College and also took correspondence
courses at night. The correspondence courses included studying under the tutelage of a
certified public accountant. My grandfather received his CPA certification in 1936.

Upon leaving the Steele-Wedeles Company, he founded the accounting firm of Peter Shannon
& Co. He started the accounting firm with one client and worked out of his basement. The firm
eventually moved to a one-story office building, and my grandfather added a second-floor
addition to house the Shannon School of Commerce, which he founded to teach accounting,
typing and stenography. Among the firm’s clients was the City of Chicago, and the firm
conducted the annual audit of city funds. My grandfather retired in 1969. Peter Shannon & Co.
exists to this day.

When interviewed in 1984 about his business accomplishments, my grandfather stated:

“There’s nothing like hard work and industry and doing your best. 
Because good is bound to come of it.” 

This is a nice description of the opportunities that can arise in the United States due to the
freedoms afforded to its citizens.

Used Education to improve his life and that of others

My American Liberty Story 
Honorable Steve Shannon

Discusses his Grandfather:
Peter Michael Shannon continues…

Use the QR Code or visit the
Freeman Store and Museum
or the Community Center to
view all of the stories.



My American Liberty Story
Sharon Gower Miller

Ciao…
My Italian Great Grandparents Raffaele and Lucia (Barone) Ucciferri represents one family 
in the wave of millions of Southern Italians who traveled to America for a better life and 

raised children who considered themselves Americans... 
enduring hardship, maintaining love of family, and practicing a strong Catholic Faith.

Immigrating in the early 1880’s they arrived separately by ship from Naples Italy to New 
York and then settled in Wilmington Delaware. Working as a greengrocer and seamstress 

they resettled in Southern Philadelphia where they lived out their lives in a small row 
house that still stands today in “Little Italy”. Raffaele worked on the docks of the 

Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, the oldest naval base in the U.S. laboring as a stevedore. 

This family would go on to have nine children; seven living into adulthood. I am blessed to 
be a descendant of their fifth child Peter James, whose love of family and enduring faith 

bless my life every day. My grandfather said “the day he lost his mother is the day he lost 
his best friend.”

The entire Italian community endured 
discrimination but Raffaele and Lucia lived 
quiet unassuming lives, and their prodigy 
contributed to the great American Melting 
Pot as laborers, professionals, and artists. 

Saluti!!! 

Use the QR Code or visit the
Freeman Store and Museum
or the Community Center to
view all of the stories.



My American Liberty Story
Thomas Zataweski – A Miner’s Story

Sveiki!!!
In the late 1800’s, throughout Eastern Europe, agents from the Pennsylvania mines and
railroads were recruiting laborers. My great grandfather Thomas Zataveckas/Zatawesky along
with his brothers Michael, John and Adam would eventually leave their homeland of Lithuania
to live, work and die in those coal regions. No firsthand accounts are available to tell us of
their journey west. Yet history tells us that 30,000 men from those areas would travel from
the ports of Bremen and Hamburg, Germany via ship to the United States of America.

Photo: L to R Anna (Petokas), Peter, Bernetta and John Zataweski (1907)



It is well documented that the conditions in the mines were perilous. Prior to electrification of
mines the only light down in the “dark pit” was from a flame on the miner’s helmet. Known as
the “miner’s friend” the flame could alert the miners of dangerous gases as the tip of the
flame would turn blue in the presence of methane. Nevertheless, oxygen deprivation due to
the depths of the shafts along with the breathing of methane, carbon dioxide and coal dust
resulted in respiratory difficulties and ongoing poor health. It was common for a miner to have
black lung from breathing coal dust by the age of forty. Miners worked in wet and cold
conditions as water dripped from the walls underground and accumulated to depths that it was
constantly walked through, temperatures 60 degrees Fahrenheit or lower year-round. With
hundreds of men and mules working in the mines, human and animal waste and rats were
everywhere. In anthracite mines the veins of coal lie at a 90-degree angle where men were
forced to stoop and crawl to extract the coal from the coal face. Men would often leave their
workday barely ever having stood up straight the entire shift. Men had to walk miles into the
tunnels of the mines carrying caps, powder, picks, shovels, axes, and lumber. As miners drilled
holes and handled explosives to blow the coal from the rock, accidents resulted in loss of limbs
and life. Drilling, blasting, and loading was the routine of the miners and laborers. And of
course, there were mine collapses as tons of coal and earth entombed the miners. Three men
died every two days in the anthracite mines of Pennsylvania.

My great grandfather Thomas would die by an explosion in the Pancoast Mine in March of
1912. His brother John would live until 1949 but not without serious health consequences.
Both Thomas’s and John’s great granddaughters became interested in genealogy and found
themselves sharing family history online. Becoming friends, these third cousins discovered
they both lived in Vienna Virginia.

My American Liberty Story
Thomas Zataweski – A Miner’s Story continues…

Use the QR Code or visit the
Freeman Store and Museum
or the Community Center to
view all of the stories.



My American Liberty Story

I came to this country at the age of 23 years old. I was born and raised in Mexico. 

After completing my bachelor degree, I had an opportunity to work at a US based company
here in Northern Virginia. After a few years of working here and getting to know the culture,
I decided to apply to become a resident. Although I had a work visa, obtaining the residency
gave me peace and a certainty that I couldn't be deported. It may sound irrational, but
there was this feeling that even with a legal visa you don’t belong and therefore easily you
could be cast out.

I obtained my permanent residency status after 2 years and the next step in the journey was
to apply for citizenship. As I reflected on what it meant to become a citizen, I knew that
along with the rights it confers it also means more responsibilities. It meant to take on the
history of this country with the good and not so good aspects. It meant to uphold the
constitution and the rights that were won with so much effort.

After much consideration I applied for citizenship and had my naturalization ceremony a few
months before the 2008 presidential election. It was going to be my first time voting! I
became more involved in learning about the issues and positions of the candidates as it is
important to cast an informed vote. It was exhilarating to vote for the first time. I felt proud
of being able to participate in the building of this country and shaping the future. In addition,
finally I felt like I belonged and a certainty that this country was now my home.

Since then, I got married and formed a family here in the town of Vienna. At home we speak
Spanish and make sure our daughters know Mexican culture too as that is part of what
makes this country special – the diversity and blending of cultures. The fact that they are
learning from the history of 2 countries gives them an understanding on how precious the
rights we enjoy are.

Values Being an American Citizen

Use the QR Code or visit the
Freeman Store and Museum
or the Community Center to
view all of the stories.



My American Liberty Story 
Honorable Dipti Pidikiti-Smith

On December 7, 2022, these Telugu words were said in a Fairfax County courtroom at a celebration
to honor the appointment of the first Asian American to the Fairfax General District Court. What
are the chances that an Indian immigrant, a woman, born approximately 8347 miles away, who grew
up in India and Nigeria and who was diagnosed with epilepsy would become a Judge on the General
District Court of Fairfax County? It seems lucky and improbable.

My father came to America in search of better career opportunities which meant providing for his
family, having a good job, and helping people along the way. This is what I understood as his
American dream. I believe it was difficult for him to reconcile these perceptions that everyone had
the opportunity for success if they work hard, and with the realities of a place that judged his
intelligence based on his thick accent. Despite many setbacks, he kept pushing forward.

Since my appointment to the bench, I’ve had many immigrants, including strangers tell me they
were proud of me and that seeing me as a judge fulfilled their dreams of knowing that someone
like them could become a judge. When henna was being applied on my hands before the
investiture, the formal ceremony where the Constitutional Oath is administered to me, the manager
spoke to me about struggles she faced as a woman in her native country and as a woman and an
immigrant in America. She said seeing me as a judge was a proud moment for her because it meant
despite the difficulties she faced, the next generation of children would have a chance to be
successful in America.

Nannu aswera dinchadanaki, vachina
athiduluki, swagatam, suswagatam. 
(Welcome. Thank you for coming to 

celebrate with us). 

These stories describe a part of my American dream – hope – hope that children have
opportunities to succeed, be their authentic self, and become part of the American
community.



My American Liberty Story 
Honorable Dipti Pidikiti-Smith continues…

I was nine years old when I immigrated to the United States. The move was a big change ranging
from the people, the food, to the roads. In school, I was described as quiet. I was quiet because I
was learning about my new home and reconciling my identity with a new culture. There were
comments by classmates and strangers – “go back to your country”, “you smell like curry” –
reminders that I did not belong and that my characteristics were not welcome. At the same time, I
had friends, neighbors, and teachers who enjoyed listening to me talk about my childhood
growing up on a farm in India, who enjoyed eating the curries made by my mom, and who
recognized creativity in my thinking. That support of the whole me – Indian, woman, immigrant,
a person living with epilepsy - was important to the development of my American identity. I
believe that our differences are strengths that can unite us to make a better community for all.

I recognize that our world is constantly changing and that the rights I enjoy today, such as my
right to become a citizen or my right to marry the person I love are a result of generations of
people who fought to be recognized as human and to be treated as equals for all generations.

While becoming a judge seems lucky and improbable, equally unlikely, and unexpected is my
meeting and marrying my husband, Amos. Almost twenty-five years ago, I encountered a
superhero who had extraordinary abilities to bring to light the best in people. It should come as
no surprise that Amos spent his career as a teacher and now as an assistant principal in Fairfax
County, including a few years at Westbriar Elementary School in Vienna. As college students, Amos
and I tutored children at an afterschool homework club in Philadelphia. Our dedication for service
allowed us to connect as people and allowed us to connect with our community. During every
phase of my life, Amos has been present to encourage me, share experiences with me such as
volunteering, and starting a family. He is key to why I became a judge, why I am a better person
every day, and why I am fulfilling my American dream. My nine-year old self could never have
imagined being married to a Pittsburgh-raised marathon runner who knows I prefer nachos over
flowers on our anniversary and can always make me laugh. Our differences made us
better, stronger, and we created two incredible humans who inspire us to continue to
serve the community to make it a place where people’s dreams can become a reality.

Use the QR Code or visit the Freeman Store and Museum
or the Community Center to view all of the stories.



My American Liberty Story 
Cathy Hardman

Since I was very young, my family told me and my brother (Adam Eleazar) how lucky
we were to be in this country and never take our rights and our freedom for granted.

As we grew up, the stories became more detailed and the reasons for the statement
started to take shape. In current America, blended families and mixed-race families
are the majority over the percentage of nuclear families. When my father met my
mother in 1956, that was not true at all – not only for race, but also for religion.

My mother, Phoebe Alice Lloyd, was an Episcopalian Protestant whose roots can be
documented back to the Mayflower. Her ancestors are well known figures in
American history: Anne Hutchinson, George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Ulysses S.
Grant. My grandfather, Allen Huber Lloyd, was Scottish, English, Irish, French, German
and Iroquois (unverified), reflecting a restlessness for opportunity and adventure. His
family (men and women) were painters, engineers and inventors, building dams like
the Hoover Dam and creating Ball canning jars, milk and egg cartons to improve
people’s way of life.

My great-grandfather, one of the first lawyers in the family, didn’t believe women
were equal and refused to teach my grandmother to drive. However, he was proud
of his daughter graduating Phi Beta Kappa from Smith College during the early
years of the Great Depression. My mother earned her PhD in Art History in
1978, and became a renowned researcher and writer.

From the Mayflower to Ellis Island



Use the QR Code or visit the
Freeman Store and Museum
or the Community Center to
view all of the stories.

My American Liberty Story – Cathy’s Story continues…

My Jewish grandfather came to America through Ellis Island from Budapest, Hungary.
My Jewish grandmother arrived at Ellis Island around 1911 when she was 11, leaving
her home of Ottynia Austria (now Ukraine) fleeing the constant threat of pogroms. In
America, she learned to read and write. My grandparents divorced (a right hard won
by women’s rights advocates) soon after my father, William Jay Jacobs, was born
having satisfied the Jewish family’s desire for a male heir who could become a lawyer
or doctor. Instead, my father became a history professor and author.

My parents moved to New York City to share ideas and principles and make the most
of the freedoms they enjoyed in America. They constantly dealt with antisemitism
and were shunned by their own families because of their choice to marry outside of
their religions. Their backgrounds couldn’t be more different, but their passions were
so similar, and the shared determination was passed down to me and my brother.

My brother Adam and I learned to deeply respect democracy, but never be afraid to
improve it when needed and always, always vote! He is a judge in New Jersey, and I
am an Information Specialist making sure people always can get the information
resources they need. Because of our ancestors beliefs in inclusion and democracy, we
added to the “melted pot” of America through marriages and children, proudly
representing Argentina, Cuba, India, Greece, and Tulsa, OK where we adopted our
African American daughter, Ella.

My father wrote a book about the immigrants who passed through Ellis Island. His
dedication, “To my mother and father, a land of hope and freedom…” with a note for
me under, “and this book for Cathy, inheritor of the dream.” I have every intention of
making the most of that dream every day and helping others achieve the
American Dream to come to America.



My American Liberty Story – Mary Dolson

We are a nation of immigrants, is what I always believed. I was lucky enough to arrive in New York City, at age
four, with my parents on the USS Taylor, leaving from Bremerhaven Harbor, Germany, escaping Communist
Czechoslovakia in 1952. I remember the Green Alien Cards my parents had, and we were known as displaced
persons, pejoratively called DPs. My friends were Czech or Polish, and we eventually all became United States
citizens.

I remember that the road to citizenship in my family took interesting twists and turns. My parents adopted their
New World with fervor. In New York City, my parents were immediately employed: Daddy, worked at the
commercial Fink Baking, and he also worked as janitor in an apartment building, which gave us free rent. My
mother worked in a Czech restaurant, which was advertised “Let’s Eat Out,” in Gourmet magazine. I sometimes
had to wait for her there after school.

So, in two years, my parents with their relatives bought a corner delicatessen in Chicago, and later started a very
prosperous bakery business that grew into another store with bread and bakery deliveries to restaurants, stores,
and Czech events. Their decorated cakes, especially wedding cakes, were spectacular. While my parents worked
so hard on their business, and of course, the whole family was involved, they still made time to study How to
Become an American Citizen, a green 64-page handbook, Seventh Edition, 1955. “It is based upon the new
Immigration and Nationality Act designated Public Law No. 414, known as the McCarran Act of 1952.

As expressed in the green handbook: The applicant must be of at least age 18, a lawfully admitted permanent
resident, able to understand English enough to read, write and speak words in ordinary use, have lived in the
United States for 5 years in the state where the applicant Petitions for Naturalization. The applicant must be a
person of good moral character. The applicant “must be attached to the principles of the Constitution of the United
States and well-disposed to the good order and happiness of the United States. Each applicant will be required to
demonstrate a knowledge and understanding of the principles and form of government of this country.”

This is what I remember about those years of preparation for citizenship: Mother would reach for that green
handbook, and everyone would suddenly disappear. They knew she would keep them hostage for unending
quizzing. That was sad, but it made her more determined to study the handbook and quiz whoever was in
earshot. On vacation at Sokol Camp on Lake Michigan ( a Czech establishment), she took the handbook with her,
and there she was surrounded by a throng of dedicated citizens, relentlessly going over the “Questions
Asked on National Matters” and “Questions Asked on State Matters,” to “Questions Asked on
City Matters.” She was like a dog with its bone, determined to get answers to her quizzing.
And she and Dad answered questions correctly for the examiner and became American citizens.

Valuing Citizenship



My American Liberty Story – Mary Dolson continues…

I was too young to witness their attendance at the Bureau of Naturalization ceremony, but I do remember it
as a day of celebratory joy for them to be welcomed into the American family. New citizens must take and
sign the oath of allegiance:

“I entirely renounce and abjure all allegiance and fidelity to any foreign prince, potentate, state 
or sovereignty of whom or which I have heretofore been a subject or citizen; 

that I will support and defend the Constitution and the laws of the United States of America 
against all enemies, foreign and domestic; 

that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same: that I will perform work of national 
importance under civilian direction when required by the law; 

and that I take this obligation freely without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion. 
SO HELP ME GOD.”   

They became citizens on November 28, 1961, and I became a derivative citizen: One who derives citizenship
through the naturalization of a parent when under age 18. My naturalization ceremony was perfunctory in
comparison, just a signed document with my photo in 1967 at age 19.

My parents continued to assimilate by enrolling in English classes; however, they spoke in broken English. I
still have the English workbooks that they worked on in retirement. Mother, boss sales lady in their Czech
bakery store, honored the rule that her employees spoke English while serving customers. She was an active
member in a businesswomen’s organization. She favored and stayed loyal to the Republican Party because
that was the party that gave her and our family admission to America, (thank you President Eisenhower).
Daddy hired the president of the Baker’s Union as the bakery shop’s specialized cake decorator, and Daddy
upheld the rules as a bakery union shop. The Chicago Tribune was delivered daily, and we all discussed world
events, opining on stories read. Of course, the Chicago- Czech language newspaper the Denni Hlasatel was
delivered and read, as well. My parents owned another bakery on Cermak Road, 22nd Street- with significant
Czech populations- eponymously named after Mayor Anton Cermak (mayor of Chicago) who was killed by an
assassin, whose likely target was President Franklin Roosevelt.

As new citizens, my parents had taken an oath renouncing all allegiances to foreign powers, and they
promised to support and defend the Constitution against all enemies. They took their citizenship
journey very seriously and supported the fundamental right of voting as United States citizens.
I adopted their ideals and values of citizenship, and I am honored to be included in the
American family.

Valuing Citizenship

Use the QR Code or visit the Freeman Store and Museum
or the Community Center to view all of the stories.
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My American Liberty Story 
Anne Stuntz

My granddad, Stephen Conrad Stuntz (1875-1918) moved to Vienna by 1905 because
he loved it here – an easy commute to his job in DC thanks to the streetcar line,
great people, beautiful countryside.

His own great granddad, Konrad Stuntz, had come to this country from Germany in
1776 as a Hessian soldier brought over by the British. Konrad and his brother, inspired
by the freedoms the colonists were fighting for, soon escaped from the British to join
General Washington’s army. After the war they were rewarded for their service with
land and become voting citizens of their new country.

My granddad grew up in Madison, Wisconsin, graduating in 1899 from the University
there. He moved to Washington DC in 1902, and soon discovered the delights of
Northern Virginia. He settled in Vienna and married a young lady from Culpeper, Lena
Fitzhugh and they built a house for their hoped-for dozen children just outside of
town on what’s now Chain Bridge Road. Sadly he died in 1918, and he and Lena only
had five kids, but those children, including my dad Mayo, all grew up in that house.

My husband and I live there now and I still love
Vienna as much as everyone else in my family
who came before me!

Why my family came to Vienna
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